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„Seriously hypnotic music.“ Dave Summer, www.birdistheworm.com (US)
Imagine a Rothko, from the Color Field Painting era: luminous, full of contrasts; layered, extremely
saturated, yet all the while, deliberately restrained. An object which was designed to elicit a type of
internal, compositional tension that is not only capable of triggering your latent emotions, but that
can also invoke that, which can only be described as an expression of the sublime. Now, imagine this
in musical form!

Borderland, the sophomore release from the Swiss piano and drums duo (with Lucca Fries, also
known from the band Ikarus and Jonas Ruther) called HELY, is a collection of emotionally spiked
compositions that sound like a series of intense, vivid, pictographic abstractions. A true feast for
synaesthetics! It’s a record that reimagines the relationship between the piano and a set of drums
and proposes a unique musical vernacular, one that fuses these two distinctly percussive
instruments into an expansive, droning, polyrhythmic tapestry. The sound presented here could just
as well be the bastard child of trance-inducing West African drumming traditions and the
minimalistic, contemporary, European, post-classical and experimental sensibilities –if the two were
to ever cross-pollinate and were presented in the form of an immersive soundtrack.
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All the songs found on this album were recorded in just two days, as a series of single and double
takes. The session took place under the auspices of producer Nik Bärtsch and sound engineer Willy
Strehler, at HELY’s rehearsal space, in a Cold War fallout shelter. The key objective for the duo was
to get an honest, context-specific sound, and not worry about anything but the actual performance.
Plus, the fellas knew that no concert grand would ever be able to reproduce the magic of their
beaten up 1920s Welmar short, with its beautifully uneven reverb and idiosyncratic resonances and
overtones. Here, it’s important to note that all of the sound-design-like “special effects” that are
scattered about Borderland (if you listen to this record on headphones you will find plenty) were
made with the actual instruments.

Borderland is the product of a decade spent honing a singular sound and defining an operational
modus which can sustain it in the long term. Novel contingencies between the piano and the drums
were thoroughly explored. In the two years leading up to this recording session, sketches of songs
were not only collected, but also repeatedly tested, both in a live context and during rehearsals.
These thematic blueprints eventually became the core material for this record and were recorded as
a serious of live improvisations. This should explain the extremely dynamic performances and raw
emotional affect of this body of work.
Thematically, Borderland is a polychromatic sprawl, with each composition presented as a complete
universe in its own right. The hidden architecture of every song is wholly an outcome of an emotional
tension and the result of two extremely seasoned musicians mining the present moment for
it. Hyoga and Opio, for example, explore the hypnotic affects of the drone, with each going about it
in its own, singular way. Hyoga relies on a sequence of overlapping, intensifying currents of staccato
piano, interspersed with glistening shards of percussion; which eventually explodes into a cinematic
crescendo. Opio, by contrast, abandons all of these shimmering, icy qualities and crafts a taut,
insular space out of seemingly repetitive combinations of dampened percussion and muted piano
strings. Cluster cyclically revisits a cluster of notes, relying on a 10/4 time signature, making it sound
completely new and simultaneously familiar with every returning cycle. Chopin Space Station revels
in a melodic type of poetry, and despite what its title infers, was actually inspired by Beethoven’s
Moonlight Sonata. Trance, on the other hand opens a field of limitless possibilities around a single
note and a pulsating, shuffling breakbeat. It’s one of those songs that feels like it could play on
forever. Borderland, the title track of the LP, is what the fellas half jokingly sometimes refer to
as “the hit.” The reason for this is not only its simple harmonic backbone, but that it had connected
with the audience every single time they played it out. Perhaps the fact that it was born out of
personal turmoil is also not coincidental here. And it’s just a ravishing moment on the record. In sum
total, all of these songs add up to one rich, highly gratifying, yet unpredictable soundtrack of a
journey, through an imaginary space called Borderland.
Text by: Lukasz Polowczyk
HELY: BORDERLAND
01. HYOGA
02. TRANCE
03. BORDERLAND
04. OPIO
05. CLUSTER
06. JOSYNE
07. KANAZAWA
08. CHOPIN SPACE STATION
TOTAL

08:21
08:47
07:50
02:49
09:10
09:55
07:34
10:58
65:29

LINE-UP:
Lucca Fries: piano
Jonas Ruther: drums
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Music composed by Hely.
Album produced by Nik Bärtsch & Lucca Fries.
Recorded July 2017 in Zürich by Willy Strehler.
Mixed & mastered by Willy Strehler and Lucca Fries.
Cover design by Benjamin Kniel, Photography by Andrea Ebener.
Songs published by Ronin Rhythm Productions & Neonstars Publishing.
Supported by Popkredit Stadt Zürich and Stadt Winterthur.
Hely in the press:
„The dense waves of intensity are no obstacle to the Hely duo of pianist Lucca Fries and drummer
Jonas Ruther laying down some seriously hypnotic music. It’s the way that little melodic changes
reveal themselves from within a dense fog of repetition that serve up one delightful moment after
the other, and it’s the kind of thing that will transfix a person’s attention and almost make them
oblivious to any dissonance or chaos in the surrounding area of a particular song…just out of
anticipation of catching the next melodic reveal. The Swiss duo is pretty well immersed in the
modern sound familiar to their region, and it’s their singular focus upon one aspect of it that really
puts this album over the top.“ Dave Summer, www.birdistheworm.com (US)
„Ein zerspieltes Stubenklavier, daneben ein simpel bestücktes Drumset: Mehr brauchen Hely nicht,
um raumfüllend berauschende Klangwolken zu kreieren.“ Frank von Niederhäusern, Kulturtipp (CH)
„Der klassisch ausgebildete Lucca Fries führt an den Tasten souverän durch die klanglichen
Abenteuer der Spätromantik, ohne dabei wie von gestern zu klingen.“
Andreas Schneider, Jazzthetik (DE)
„Fries und Ruther bedienen sich dabei aus dem klassischen Minimalismus ebenso wie aus der
Spiritualität Coltranes, ohne sich stilistisch daran festzurren zu lassen. Aus dem ehemaligen Trio,
dem der Bassist davonlief, entstand eine Art mentale Symbiose, die verstört, aber beim genauen
Zuhören doch überraschen kann. Musik wie ein Urwald mit giftigen Schlangen und einem großen
Ameisenhaufen.“ Reinhard Köchl, Jazzthing (DE)
Release dates:
21.03.
23.03.
20.04.
26.04.
04.05.
05.05.
11.05.

Theater am Gleis, Winterthur
Literaturcafé Biel
Circolo Turba, Lugano
EXIL, Zürich
Noch besser leben, Leipzig
Bandfabrik, Wuppertal
Bejazz, Bern

Discography: Rapture (Traumton 2015), Jangal (Traumton 2016)
More info: www.hely.ch, www.roninrhythmrecords.com, http://roninrhythmrecords.bandcamp.com.
https://www.facebook.com/HELYMUSIC/
Band contact: contact@hely.ch
Video: https://youtu.be/QaCCMART6N0
„BORDERLAND“ is the 19th launch of the Label Ronin Rhythm Records, a platform for new creative
music between new minimal, funk und ritual groove music.
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